Announcements February 2019

We have some events/themes scheduled for the Saturday night pot lucks. They are as follows:

May 4 – Cinco de Mayo  
May 18 – Preakness  
June 29 – Luau  
July 14 – Redneck Rodeo  
Aug 3 – TBA  
Sept 13 – Halloween/Autumn

We don’t have all the details yet, but we will update the website as it becomes available.

We also made some changes to the schedule. The classes are in a slightly different order than it was. Also, we have changed the Saddle Seat Division, to a Saddle Type Division to encourage more people to enter. The information follows.

Saddle Type

Saddle type horses are horses with a refined neck, shoulders, hindquarters and a smaller head. They are forward moving with higher lift to their legs. Typical breeds of saddle type horses are American Saddlebred, Morgan's, Morabs, Arabians, half Arabian and Friesians. Saddle Seat horses are required to use cutback saddles and full bridles. Other saddles for disciplines are hunt saddles, with English bridle and bits, Dressage saddles with English bits, and western with western bridle and western curb bit. Regular or Romel reins are allowed.